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QUESTION 1

Hard drive unit in random IO application is the easiest to become one of bottleneck modules. 

A. True 

B. False 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 2

What respect affect random write IOPS from depth size of striping under RAIDs? 

A. I0 distribution 

B. read punishment 

C. number of member disk 

D. write punishment 

Correct Answer: AD 

 

QUESTION 3

The subordinate LUN\\'s space of synchronous remote replication must be greater than or equal to the source LUN. 

A. True 

B. False 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 4

About storage array resource pool the following error: 

A. LUN in resource pool can mapping to host at the same timE. 

B. LUN in resource pool in use process can\\'t be deleted 

C. Don\\'t delete the snapshot and directly deleted the source of LUN 

D. the affiliation of LUN belongs to the affiliation of the source of LUN 

Correct Answer: A 
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QUESTION 5

I0 from host side to disk, experience path in SAN network as follows: 

A. host - > SAN network - > storage system controller - > disk storage system 

B. disk storage system - > storage system controller - > SAN network - > host 

C. disk storage system - > SAN network - > storage system controller - > host 

D. host - > storage system controller - > SAN network - > disk storage system 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 6

Compared with SCSI protocol in the actual application, which belongs to the advantage of the iSCSI? (Select three
Answers) 

A. the cost is low 

B. make full use of TCP/IP network 

C. need parallel transmission cables 

D. long transmission distance 

Correct Answer: ABD 

 

QUESTION 7

Synchronous remote replication connection between two storage array can use FC link or iSCSI link, and which can use
the two kinds of links to connect at the same timE. 

A. True 

B. False 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 8

Which are the troubleshooting steps of fault diagnosis for iSCSi host link? (Select 3 Answers) 

A. check the indicator light of the host network ports, storage host port is normal or not 

B. checked whether there is any quality problem of network cable (replacement method) 

C. check the status of ISM interface iSCSI host port 

D. check whether the host can ping storage business IP and telent port is successful or not, such as Telnet IP 362O 
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Correct Answer: ABC 

 

QUESTION 9

For S5000V1R2 old version, appear RAID fault, suggest to check its system have BST function, without this feature,
often need to upgrade the version with BST function (V1Rs) 

A. True 

B. False 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 10

Incremental LUN copy about storage array, which of the following are correct? (Select two Answers) 

A. support third-party array to third-party array 

B. support huawei array to other manufacturers array 

C. supportcopyinS5000andS2600array 

D. don\\'tsupportcopyinS5000TandS5000array 

Correct Answer: BC 

 

QUESTION 11

Create RAID group through SATA, two controllers at the same time can access to RAID groups may cause degradation
of the performance, what is the solution? 

A. adjust LUN belong to the same controller of the same RAID group 

B. adjust LUN writing strategy 

C. upgrade multipath software 

D. upgrade controller version 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 12

when SAN storage array power up, enter into MML mode, sys status check System Running Status: ( normal mode )
normal mode shows power up successful for the system.If it is not normal mode, can judge power up failure for the
system.This judgment method of system startup anomaly is correct. 

A. True 
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B. False 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 13

Which of the following description of storage system performance tuning is correct? 

A. must be tuned under online business 

B. the tuning of storage system can be done with the host alone, should not influence each other 

C. storage system\\'s performance tuning belongs to systemic tuning, need to understand customer IO model, the size
of the business, comprehensive analysis of the server and storage-side resources utilization, focus on storage RAID
level, stripe depth, the distribution of LUN mapping to host, etc 

D. None of the above is correct 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 14

Two criteria based on SMI: CIM (Common Information Model) and WBEM (Web Based Enterprise Management) 

A. True 

B. False 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 15

With the same specification and quantity of the hard disk in RAID group, In the same business speaking, reading and
writing.Random write performance of Raid10 are the same as Raids 

A. True 

B. False 

Correct Answer: B 
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